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THE IMMERSIVE SPECTACLE:
Performance and the Audience in Pop Music
Emily Ruopp
Anda French / Kyle Miller

INDIVIDUAL IMMERSION
HEADPHONES AND MUSIC VIDEOS
MADONNA | STICKY & SWEET TOUR | 2009
MADONNA | MDNA TOUR | 2013
IMAGERY THEN IMAGERY NOW
BRTIENY SPEARS | OOPS I DID IT AGAIN | 2000
DESTINY’S CHILD | SAY MY NAME | 1999
BRTIENY SPEARS | WOMANIZER | 2008
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013
BRTIENY SPEARS | OOPS I DID IT AGAIN | 2000 BRTIENY SPEARS | SCREAM AND SHOUT 2013
DESTINY’S CHILD | SAY MY NAME | 1999 BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013
MUSIC VIDEOS THEN MUSIC VIDEOS NOW
MUSIC VIDEOS NOW MUSIC VIDEOS NOW
BRITNEY SPEARS | SCREAM AND SHOUT 2013BRITNEY SPEARS | PIECE OF ME | 2007
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | PUT A RING ON IT | 2008
MUSIC VIDEOS NOW MUSIC VIDEOS NOW
BRITNEY SPEARS | SCREAM AND SHOUT 2013BRITNEY SPEARS | PIECE OF ME | 2007
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | PUT A RING ON IT | 2008
MUSIC VIDEOS NOW MUSIC VIDEOS NOW
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BRITNEY SPEARS | PIECE OF ME | 2007
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | PUT A RING ON IT | 2008
MUSIC VIDEOS NOW
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | SUPERBOWL HALF TIME SHOW | 2013
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | SUPERBOWL HALF TIME SHOW | 2013
PERFORMANCES NOW
MUSIC VIDEOS NOW
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | SUPERBOWL HALF TIME SHOW | 2013
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | SUPERBOWL HALF TIME SHOW | 2013
PERFORMANCES NOW
PERFORMANCES NOW MUSIC VIDEOS NOW
BRITNEY SPEARS | SCREAM AND SHOUT 2013BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | GROWN WOMAN | 2013BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
PERFORMANCES NOW - close up PERFORMANCES NOW - far away
BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES OTHER LIVE PERFORMANCES
HATSUN MIKU | JAPANESE POP MUSICBRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
HATUN MIKU | JAPANESE POP MUSICBEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES IMMERSIVE PERFORMANCES ART
FUERZA BRUTA | NYC | 2002 - PRESENTBRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
SLEEP NO MORE | NYC | 2011 - PRESENTBEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES IMMERSIVE PROJECTION MAPPING
BACARDI | VIENNA
DUMBO ARTS FESTIVAL | NYC
BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES IMMERSIVE PROJECTION MAPPING
JOANIE LAMERCIER
FRACTION AND MAOTIK | DROMOS
BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES IMMERSIVE ART INSTALLATIONS
SERGE SELAT | BEYOND INFINITY 
SHANGHAI | 20011
BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES IMMERSIVE ART INSTALLATIONS
ANISH KAPOOR | LEVIANTHAN
PARIS | 2011
ANISH KAPOOR | LEVIANTHAN 
 PARIS | 2011
BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES IMMERSIVE ACOUSTIC INSTALLATIONS
BERNHARD LEITNER | SOUND CUBE | 1978
BERNHARD LEITNER | GUIDING SPACES | 1978
BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
POP PERFORMANCES IMMERSIVE ACOUSTIC FURNITURE
BERNHARD LEITNER | SOUND CHAIR | 1978
BERNHARD LEITNER | SOUND CHAIR | 1978
BRITNEY SPEARS | VEGAS | 2014
BEYONCE | BILLBOARD AWARDS | 2011
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